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Living Spaces
Getting Students Seasoned
Getting Students Seasoned is a resource for educators who teach culinary arts at any level. Explore clear, concise, and
practical methods to plan and deliver a cooking class in a highly effective manner and learn ways to manage a culinary
classroom setting successfully. This guide also offers strategies to maintain your professional “shelf life” in this difficult but
rewarding career.

Tourism and Recreation, Module Guide
Foundations of Family and Consumer Sciences
"School Success for Kids With Dyslexia and Other Reading Difficulties" provides parents and teachers with goals that will
meet the needs of students who are struggling with reading, leading them to work through their reading difficulties and
enjoy the task of reading. It includes information, assessments, and techniques that parents, teachers, and school
administrators can use immediately to foster reading success. Through an understanding of how English words are
constructed, how the brain processes language, and the differences that exist between learning styles, parents and
teachers will gain keen insight into the processes of reading, reading acquisition, and reading instruction. The book also
covers topics such as how emotions can affect reading difficulties and how technology can be used to help students and
provides handy tips for parents to implement at home to help their struggling students find success.

Creative Instructional Methods For: Family & Consumer Sciences, Nutrition & Wellness
Student Text
Parenting and Human Development, Module Guide
Principles of Food Science Bundle
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Nutrition and Wellness
Nutrition and Wellness, Student Guide/portfolio
Consumer and Family Services
Family Life, Instructor Guide
Principles of Food Science incorporates science concepts into a lab-oriented foods class. This text shows how the laws of
science are at work in foods prepared at home and by the food industry. Each chapter includes engaging features focusing
on such areas as current research, technology, and nutrition news. Through lab experiments in the text and Lab Manual,
students will practice scientifi c and sensory evaluation of foods. They will discover how nutrients and other food
components illustrate basic chemistry concepts. They will examine the positive and negative impacts microorganisms have
on the food supply. Students will also explore the variety of careers available to workers with a food science background.

Living Spaces, Student Guide/Portfolio
Tourism and Recreation, Student Guide/portfolio
Principles of Food Science
Foundations of Family and Consumer Sciences is a completely updated college-level textbook designed to introduce
students to the Family and Consumer Sciences profession. An overview of the profession, including history and trends, is
presented. Career opportunities for each Family and Consumer Sciences specialization area are explored and come to life in
Professional Profiles and Issues in the News features. The text guides students in how to move into the workplace and make
a differencein the lives of others.
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NSTA Guide to Planning School Science Facilities
Cooking Up Success
Fabrics and Fashion, Module Guide
How Baking Works
Family Life, Module Guide
Family and Consumer Sciences
Becoming a great educator is a lifelong quest. This new professional resource is designed especially for Family and
Consumer Sciences, Nutrition, and Wellness educators-in both formal and informal settings. Its practical approach shows
how educational theory is applied in real-life settings. Creative Instructional Methods is both a methods text for preservice
teachers and a handbook of fresh ideas and the latest techniques for experienced educators. Look for topics such as
teaching with technology, working with at-risk and special needs learners, implementing service learning, balancing career
and personal roles, growing as a professional, and building a professional portfolio. 384 pages.

Fabrics and Fashion, Student Guide/Portfolio
Interpersonal Relationships, Student Guide
The NSTA Ready-Reference Guide to Safer Science, Vol 3
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Living Spaces, Module Guide
Consumer and Family Services, Module Guide
Family Connections, Student Guide/portfolio
The Lived Experiences of Family and Consumer Sciences Teachers Upon Completion of a Postbaccalaureate Program
Principles of Food Science incorporates science concepts into a lab-oriented foods class. This text shows how the laws of
science are at work in foods prepared at home and by the food industry. Each chapter includes engaging features, including
NEW "Going Green" environmental updates and"Science Matters" articles. Other features focus on areas such as current
research, technology, and nutrition news. Through lab experiments in the text and Lab Manual, students will practice
scientific and sensory evaluation of foods. They will discover how nutrients and other food componentsillustrate basic
chemistry concepts. They will examine the positive and negative impacts of microorganisms on the food supply. Students
will also explore the variety of careers available to graduates with a food science background. Special features throughout
the text cover environmental issues,science facts, nutrition news, food science history, technology, recent research,
international issues, and more. Experiments at the end of each chapter and in the lab manual include safety tips and lists of
needed equipment and supplies. Students employ the scientific method to perform theexperiments. This bundle includes a
copy of the Student Text and an Online Text (6-Year Classroom Subscription). Students can instantly access the Online Text
with browser-based devices, including iPads, netbooks, PCs, and Mac computers.With G-W Online Textbooks, students
easily navigate linked table of contents, search specific topics, quickly jump to specific pages, enlarge for full-screen
reading mode, and print selected pages for offline reading.

School Success for Kids with Dyslexia and Other Reading Difficulties
Science-learning spaces are different from general-purpose classrooms. So if your school is planning to build or renovate,
you need the fully updated NSTA Guide to Planning School Science Facilities. It's the difinitive resource for every K - 12
school that seeks safe, effective science space without costly, time-consuming mistakes. New to this edition is a chapter on
"green" schools, including how to think outside the traditional wall and use the entire grounds to encourage environmental
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responsibility in students. The revised guide also provides essential up-to-date coverage such as: practical information on
laboratory and general room design, budget priorities, space considerations, and furnishings; stages of the planning process
for new and renovated science facilities; current trends and future directions in science education and safety, accessibility,
and legal guidelines; and detailed appendices about equipment-needs planning, classroom dimensions, and new stafety
research, plus an updated science facililties audit. NSTA Guide to Planning School Science Facilities will help science
teachers, district coordinators, school administrators, boards of education, and schoolhouse architects understand those
differences and develop science facilities that will serve students for years to come.

Food Science and Services, Student Guide/portfolio
Principles of Food Science demonstrates how the laws of science are at work in producing, processing, preparing,
preserving, and metabolizing food. Students learn how cooking, health, and storage tips connect science basics to daily
food encounters. The text covers the basic laws of chemistry,microbiology, and physics as they are applied to food
components and complex food systems. Students learn scientific facts and principles that can be applied to a future food
science career and as to more-creative, nutritious home cooking. The requirements and opportunities for obtaining a
foodscience career are explored as well as the impact of this career path on local, national, and global economies.This Lab
Manual Workbook includes vocabulary activities, application activities, and lab experiments with space for recording data,
observations, and summaries.

Principles of Food Science Workbook
Family Life, Student Guide/Portfolio
The guide to understanding and applying food science in the bakeshop-now in a revised and updated 3rd Edition How
Baking Works, 3rd Edition thoroughly covers the entire baking process, emphasizing the "whys" at work behind basic
techniques. The book takes the user through the major ingredient groups, explaining how sweeteners, fats, milk, leavening
agents, and other ingredients affect the appearance, flavor, and texture of the end product. The coverage also includes
scaling and measurements, heat transfer, and sensory properties in baking. Includes hands-on exercises and experiments
at the end of each chapter to illustrate the sensory properties of ingredients and their impact on baked goods Covers
variety grains, enzymes, starch structure and gelatinization, and gluten structure, and includes an all-new chapter on
baking for health and wellness Features end-of-chapter questions that review content and require readers to apply and
synthesize what they've learned With explanatory photographs to illustrate the science of baking, How Baking Works, 3rd
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Edition offers a dynamic, hands-on learning experience for both practicing and future bakers and pastry chefs.

Consumer and Family Services, Student Guide/portfolio
STEAM Lab for Kids
STEAM Lab for Kids is an art-forward doorway to science, math, technology, and engineering through 52 family-friendly
experiments and activities. While many aspiring artists don't necessarily identify with STEM subjects, and many young
inventors don’t see the need for art, one is essential to the other. Revealing this connection and encouraging kids to explore
it fills hungry minds with tools essential to problem solving and creative thinking. Each of the projects in this book is
designed to demonstrate that the deeper you look into art, the more engineering and math you’ll find. "The STEAM Behind
the Fun" sections throughout explain the science behind the art. Learn about: angular momentum by making tie-dyed fidget
spinners. electrical conductors by making graphite circuits. kinetic energy by making a rubber band shooter. symmetry by
making fruit and veggie stamps. much more! From graphite circuit comic books to edible stained glass, young engineers
and artists alike will find inspiration aplenty. The popular Lab for Kids series features a growing list of books that share
hands-on activities and projects on a wide host of topics, including art, astronomy, clay, geology, math, and even how to
create your own circus—all authored by established experts in their fields. Each lab contains a complete materials list, clear
step-by-step photographs of the process, as well as finished samples. The labs can be used as singular projects or as part of
a yearlong curriculum of experiential learning. The activities are open-ended, designed to be explored over and over, often
with different results. Geared toward being taught or guided by adults, they are enriching for a range of ages and skill
levels. Gain firsthand knowledge on your favorite topic with Lab for Kids.

Family Connections
Food Science and Services
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